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1. Introduction 

The current General Assembly Session has produced little high 
drama, and is proceeding through its agenda of close to 100 items 
along generally predictable lines. The session convened on 
September 24, while the world was still freshly concerned with 
the effects of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and at a 
time when Ambassador Gunnar Jarring's efforts to bring about an 
Arab-Israeli settlement seemed at a critical stage. Very little 
is now heard in UN corridors on the Vietnam problem, and much of 
the controversy had been removed with the beginning of the Pari~ 
Talks. .The inability of ~he U:~ directly to influence the crisis 
~ituations in Vietnam and Czechoslovakia was accepted, but the 
Assembly nevertheless served as a sounding board for the vie\vs of 
nations with respect to these and other important political prob= 
lems. As is customary, nearly 100 Foreign Ministers, including 
the Secretary of ftate, engaged in useful discussions on a very 
wide variety of problems during their attendance at the Assembly. 

2. The General Debate: 

While Vietnam was frequently mentioned in the Assembly's 
opening general debate, it was treated much more briefly than 
last year and with less direct criticism of the U.S. Many speakers 
highlighted the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia and condemned 
it as inconsistent with the UN Charter. The current impasse in 
the Middle East came up frequently, but except for the parties, 
most speakers voiced support for the Jarring Mission and a sense 
of urgency that actual negotiations begin. Most open criticism 
came from the European and Latin American countries, including 

• veiled references by Romania and Yugoslavia. About half the 
speake_rs mentioned Nigeria, concentrating on the humanitarian 
aspects of the Biafran conflict. About as many mentioned the 
Chinese representation issue. Those who favored some change 
usually emphasized the overriding need to find some way to assoc
iate Peking with disarmament measures. 
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3. Membership and Representation: 

With the admission of Equatorial Guinea to the UN on 
November 12, the United Nations attained a membership of 126. 
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The General Assembly disposed of the Chinese Representation 
issue again this year, with little change from the 1966 and 1967 
scenarios. The so-called Albanian Resolution, which would admit 
Connnunist China and expel the Republic of China, was solidly de
feated. A Western-sponsored proposal to establish a non-prejudicial 
study connnittee, which we voted for, was likewise rejected. The 
prospect for the future, however, is somewhat gloomy. Our position 
has been that the General Assembly, where all members are repre
sented, should decide a question of such far-reaching significance 
for the Organization, but there are already s_igns that we must 
anticipate an unfriendly initiative in the Security Council early 
in the new yearo With the election to the Council of Spain, Fin
land, Zambia, Nepal and Colombia, we will be facing a parliament
ary situation in which 1&__of the 15 members of the Counc-il · recog
pize Communist China and are on record as favoring its admission 
to the United Nations. 

4. Specific Political Issues: 

a. Southern African Problems: As it does each year, the 
Assembly and its Connnittees have already dealt at length with the 
questions of Rhodesia, Portuguese Territories, and apartheid, and 
it is about to begin discussing South West Africa. In all these 
instances the extreme, activist views of the Afro-Asian majorities 
tend to dominate the discourse and the resolutions adopted. While 
we share many of the Afro-Asian objectives, we have been forced 
either to abstain or vote no on the resolutions presented, because 
they call for the use of economic or military sanctions and other 
unacceptable measures. In the case of Rhodesia the Assembly, on 
learning of the possibility of a British agreement with the Southern 
Rhodesian regime, moved quickly to try to prevent the British from 
settling for any terms short of prior establishment of majority 
rule. We abstained on this resolution, which foreshadowed the • 
contr9versy with which the UN would greet a Rhodesian settlement, 
when concluded; but we opposed the standard, comprehensive resolu
tion on Southern Rhodesia. We abstained on the resolution con
demning apartheid because of its extreme provisions. We were able 
~o abstain on the resolution on the Portuguese territories, which 
~as cast in relatively moderate tenns. 
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b. · Middle East: Refugees. The Assembly is now discussing 
in Committee the annual report of the Director General of the UN 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Re;fugees (UNRWA), the organi
zation responsible since 1949 for meeting the essential needs of 
the Arab refugees and helping in their rehabilitation·o We expect 
the Agency's mandate, which expires on June 30, 1969, to be ex
tended for at least three years, action which we support as neces
sary in light of the magnitude of the problem. Early in the debate 
we and the British both noted that no solution to the baslc refugee 
problem can be anticipated except in the context of an overall 
~rah-Israeli settlement but that UNRWA 1 s work must be strongly sup
ported in the meantime. We also called particular attention to the 
problem of the persons displaced as a result of the 1967 hostili
ties; they now live in very difficult circumstances in Jordan. We 
expressed hope that Israel would take urgent steps to facilitate _ 
the return of these people to their homes in territory now occupied 
by Israel. The Israeli government is currently committed to 
receiving only a few thousand of these displaced persons. 

Jhe Arab-Israel dispute as such is not exQected to be con
sidered formally by the General Assembly or the Security Council 
before next year. The Secretary General's special representative, 
Ambassador Jarring, has concluded his efforts in New York to pro
mote a settlement of the dispute directly with the parties; he 
Fill carry on elsewhere. We can expect, however, that the issue 
in its entirety wilf be discussed by delegates in speeches on the 
UNRWA item. 

c. Korea: Each year the Assembly discusses the Korean 
problem and reaffirms its objective -- a unified, democratic Korea. 
Although formal debate has not begun, .considerable controversy 
occurred on the subject during the organizational meetings of the 
Assembly, and it is clear that the Communists and other supporters 
of North Korea intend to make a stronger effort on behalf of their 
client than in previous years. Their point of attack, and our 
greatest vulnerability, has been the continued exclusion of North 
Korea from the annual debate on grounds that it refuses to acknowl
edge the UN's competence to deal with the question of Korean uni.fi
cation. Sentiment in the Assembly is moving toward hearing both 
Koreas unconditionally; but in the absence of some major develop
ment -- such as release of the Pueblo crew just before the debate 
we hope to hold the line again this year on an invitation to North 
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Korea which is conditional on its acceptance of UN competence 
to deal with the matter . In practice this has meant that only 
Republic of Korea spokesmen have been heard for Korea . 
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d . Disarmament: Consideration of disarmament and related 
items has only just begun in the General Assembly . It appears that 
the most active and controversial issue ·will be the question 
whether a new body should be created to carry on the work of the 
Non-Nuclear Conference (NNC) which concluded in Geneva on Septem
per 28. The Conference quite naturally emphasized the viewpoints 
,of under-developed countries not possessing nuclear weapons, many 
of whom are dissatisfied with the provisions of the Non-Prolif era
_tion Trea.tyo A number of delegations have prepared a resolution 
which would , among other things , set up a committee to review and 
further international cooperation on the peaceful uses of nuclear 
energy among all states , with special regard to the needs of 
developing countries , and which would look toward strengthening 
the security assurances given by the nuclear powers under the NPT . 

\. 

The Committee would also follow the implementation of the con-
clusions of the NNC, as well as · consider further steps in this 
area including the convening of a second non-nuclear conference, 
to be taken to strengthen the security assurances . 

The United States is strongly opposed to the establishment 
_of any such committee, which we believe would only interfere with 
the work of the organizations already established and active in 
the fields of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and disarmament . We 
are consulting with other delegations in an effort to prevent 
action of this kind . 

The General Assembly also has before it resolutions from 
the NNC in the fields of peaceful uses of nuclear energy, security 
assurances and disarmament . Some of these resolutions contain 
provisions with which we do not agree, and we are hopeful that 
the Assembly will merely convey the resolutions to the organiza
tions concerned without endorsing them. 

In their statement in the Assembly ' s Political Committee on 
the disarmament item, the Soviets declared their readiness to • 
begin strategic arms limitation talks with the U. S . without delay . 
Our statement was not responsive . We anticipate that, as regards 
the general, ongoing negotiations on arms control matters , the 
Assembly will continue to rely on the Geneva Eighteen Nation 
Disarmament Committee (ENDC) . There is a strong move afoot to 
enlarge the ENDC by admitting Japan and others . 

I 
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e •. Czechoslovakia: In addition to Secretary Rusk's general 
debate speech, which dealt at length with the Czechoslovak question, 
attacking what has come to be known as the "Brezhnev Doctrine", 
we are using all appropriate occasions under specific agenda items 
to focus attention on the violation of the UN Chartex by the USSR 
and other Warsaw Pact countries. During the Legal Corru.nittee's 
discussion of the definition of aggression, the U.S. Representa
tive,. Senator Cooper, pointed out how Soviet action in Czechoslo
vakia ran counter to all elements of even the USSR-sponsored 
definition. Our delegation also intends to raise Soviet human 
rights and freedom of information violattons in connection with 
Czechoslovakia when corrunernoration of International Human Rights 
Year is debated in the Third Corru.nittee . The U. S. Representative 
in the corrunittee on principles of international law concerning 
friendly relations among states forcefully cited the Czech situa
tion during discussion of the legal principles relevant to the 
Charter prohibition of the threat or use of force. 

5. Issues of Potential Future Importance 

a. Second Development Decade. At the suggestion of President 
Kennedy the General Assembly designated the 1960's as "The Devel
opment Decade". Under targets to be set by individual countries, 
the Decade had as an objective a 5% annual increase in national 
income by 1970 . The developed nations were urged to increase their 
flow of capital assistance to the developing world to 1% of their 
gross national income, as soon as possible. 

The Assembly now has before it the question of fonnally 
determining whether or not it should designate the 1970 1 s as the 
"Second Development Decade". We believe there will be agreement 
in principle at this General Assembly. A basic problem which will 
eventually face us is the extent to which we should accept implied 
or explicit financial obligations to support the UN development 
strategy for the new "Decade" . 

bo Human Environment. There is increasing interest in the 
General Assembly in problems relating to the human environment • and the hannful side effects technological change can have on 
our environment . More and more people are beginning to realize 
that the environment has finite limits, and that the pollution of 
air, water, and land can impair the future capability of man to 
to enjoy an ever=increasing level of economic and social well- being . 
To focus world attention on these problems ~e are supporting a 
proposal in the General Assembly to convene, in 1972 , the first 
general World Conference on Problems of the Human Environment . 
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c • . Seabeds o The Assembly is considering ways in which, 
through international cooperation, the deep ocean floor can be 
exploited for peaceful purposes and in the common interest. The 
UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Seabeds, appointed last year, has sub-
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. mitted a report outlining some of the problems in this area and 
highlighting the deep differences of opinion which must be over
come. Our long-term objectives include support for the U.S.
sponsored International Decade of Ocean Exploration and an accept-

_R.ble statement of legal principles to govern the exploration and 
use of. the deep seabed. We are attempting to persuade General 
Assembly members that proceeding through consensus rather than 
voting by numerical majorities is the only alternative to a basic 
split between underdeveloped and advanced countries which would 
frustrate the whole exercise. We face fairly serious difficulties 
on such matters as the arms control aspects of the problem and 
the size of a continuing Assembly committee on the seabeds. 

6. Bu9getary Issues 

Continuing recent trends, the less developed countries 
exerted increasing pressure for fuller participation in budget 
and organizational matters. 

i. 

Aside from c ·. r normal difficulties in holding down the UN 
budget, we are encountering problems on two important issues that 
even more directly affect the United States. In one case, an 
attempt is being made to change the assessments against UN members 
for repaying the $170,000,000 of· UN bonds-sold to us (US share, 
$76,000,000) and to others to meet Congo operation expenses -- a 
change which would have the United States pay more and the develop
ing countries less. We are adamantly resisting this initiative 
because it would constitute a clear breach of a contractual obliga
tion on the method of bond repayment. The second serious issue 
involves an attempt to increase our assessed share of the UN budget 
and lower that of the underdeveloped countries, by revising the 
ceiling principle which in 1957 set 30 percent as the desired 
maximum level of contribution for any single power. Since that 
time our contribution has been gradually lowered toward this level, 

• and oµr rate of assessment now stands at 31.57 percent. We expect 
we can head off final decision against us on both these issues this 
year, but they will persist. 
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The question of expanding UN Headquarters in New York is 
also expected to come up later at this session. Although we are 
unable to make a financial commitment without consultation with 
and approval by Congress, we shall wish to support an engineering 
and architectural study by the Secretary-General of some highly 
imaginative plans for expansion prepared by the private Fund for 
Area Planning and Development. We would hope that the expansion 
package for New York would prove sufficiently attractive to 
counter moves in the General Assembly for shifting important 
United Nations functions from New York to Geneva. 

\ 
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